GYM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
| ABC FITNESS & HEALTH NV | DREAMZ FITNESS BONAIRE | EEG BLVD / PUNT VIERKANT 44 |
| KRALENDIJK | BONAIRE | +599 717 0405 | DREAMZFITNESSBONAIRE@GMAIL.COM |

PERSONAL DETAILS
FIRST NAME
LAST NAME
DATE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS

PHONE

EMAIL

EMERGENCY CONTACT
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

RELATIONSHIP

PHONE

(MOM/DAD/ETC..)

MEMBERSHIP TYPE
DROP-INS
1 DAY PASS | USD 15
1 WEEK PASS | USD 40
2 WEEK PASS | USD 55
3 WEEK PASS | USD 65

1ST TIME REGISTRATION FEE
ADULT
| USD 20
UNDER 18 | USD 5

NO CONTRACT FEES PER MONTH
1 MONTH | USD 75
UNDER 18 | USD 50

CONTRACT FEES PER MONTH
1 YEAR STO | USD 55
6 MONTH STO | USD 65

TERMS & CONDITIONS
In consideration for being admitted to become a member or participant of DREAMZ FITNESS (ABC FITNESS & HEALTH N.V.), I
personally assume all responsability for any risk, injury or harm which may befall me
during or outside the gym whether or not in an attempt to perform or execute any given instruction. I agree to pay full
value of any loss or damage caused directly or indirectly to the DREAMZ FITNESS location, premises
equipment, belongings of fellow participants or members. The Dutch Caribbean law (Bonaire, St. Eustatia and Saba) is the
applicablelaw and court of Bonaire to be exclusively comptetent to decide legal disputes. Finally I state that I have carefully
read and understand the contents of this statement and I hereby agree to the terms of payment and the set price. I agree with
the club rules and announcements in the fitness center and state that I have read and understand the contents of
these.
CONDUCT & BEHAVIOUR
Management reserves the right to refuse entry, cancel a membership or request a member to leave the premises if the
member does not behave in a responsible manner, is under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol or does not adhere to the
general conditions of entry. No smoking or food is permitted in the facility.
PERSONAL TRAINING BUSINESS
It is not allowed to help any clients in the DREAMZ FITNESS premises and asking them for money, without having a Personal
Trainer membership . If the management finds out about these kind of activtities without having a Personal Trainer
membership, the staff of DREAMZ FITNESS has the right to remove you from the gym without any refunds of paid
memberships. On top of that DREAMZ FITNESS will charge you a fine that will be calculated after research for evidence,
because of loss of business for DREAMZ FITNESS.
CLOTHING ATTIRE
A towel is required at all times and must be used on all benches. Training shirts must be worn at all times.
DREAMZ FITNESS will take no responsibility for lost or stolen property.
EQUIPMENT
All equipment must be handled appropriately and returned to appropriate storage location after each use. Please do not drop
the weights. Any faults or damage to equipment must be reported to any available employee at DREAMZ FITNESS.
DISCLAIMER
1. I agree to comply with all rules, conditions and directions stipulated in this Terms and Conditions document regarding the
facility and its equipment use and personal behaviour of members whilst using DREAMZ FITNESS.
2. To the best of my knowledge, I believe that my state of health and physical condition is such that the proper use of
DREAMZ FITNESS facilities in accordance to the Terms and Conditions which apply thereto will not pose any risk to my health
and wellbeing.
3. I acknowledge and agree that my use of the services, facilities, equipment or apparatus of DREAMZ FITNESS will be
undertaken at my own risk.
4. Exercise is demanding and there are innate risks associated with an exercise programme and the DREAMZ FITNESS
environment. Participating in exercise at DREAMZ FITNESS may cause serious injury, paralysis or death. I participate in exercise
at DREAMZ FITNESS at my own risk. I release, indemnify and hold harmless DREAMZ FITNESS, its servants and agents, from
and against all and any actions or claims which may be made by me or my property whether by negligence, breach of
contract or in any way whatsoever or any liability that results from the breach of an express or implied warranty that DREAMZ
FITNESS will be rendered with responsible care or skill.
5. In the event that I am injured or my property is damaged, I will bring no claim, legal or otherwise, against DREAMZ FITNESS,
ABC FITNESS & HEALTH NV in respect of that injury or damage

SIGNATURE
I agree that the information declared above is true and correct and I have read and understand that my rights are
limited by this disclaimer.
MEMBER NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

PARENT/GUARDIAN

SIGNATURE

DATE

STAFF MEMBER NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE

Submit Form

